ABCD Study Site Highlight

SRI International

The Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study site at SRI International (SRI), located in Menlo Park, California, is at the center of Silicon Valley. Many area residents work in science and technology industries, so it is no surprise that lots of students are interested in participating in the ABCD Study—from Napa all the way down to San Jose. ABCD SRI is led by Drs. Fiona Baker and Ian Colrain (see team photo, top right) and has enrolled more than 320 youth to date, of whom 100 have returned for their first annual follow-up visits. We enjoy celebrating these milestones and recently organized a team get-together, which included golf cart rides with “Marty”, the mannequin head (see photo)! Thank you to all our ABCD families for your generosity, enthusiasm, and commitment to ABCD!

Besides keeping the SRI ABCD site thriving and productive, our team helps families learn more about brain research. During breaks, participants visit the Human Sleep Research Laboratory where they can relax, play games, have snacks, and learn about sleep polysomnography to see how brain waves look during sleep!

Our team enjoys working with a diverse group of families and seeing the growth of the children when they come back for their follow-up visits. We also enjoy collaborating with other ABCD sites. A couple of SRI research assistants recently visited the University California, San Diego and Oregon Health & Science University to see how research is done at those locations. We welcome ABCD visitors to our site too!
**Students’ Space**

A participant’s rendition of a joyful ABCD brain. If only our real brains were this colorful!

**Did You Know?**

While you sleep, your brain stays very active! It locks in what you learned throughout the day, clears out the “trash,” and creates space for new information. It also recharges for the next day. Read more about why sleep is so important for a healthy brain at https://sleep.org/articles/brain-during-sleep/.

**Fun Fact About Silicon Valley**

Robots are roaming Silicon Valley! Silicon Valley is home to the K5 robot that is often seen hanging out at shopping malls, coffee shops, and even corporate offices (see photo). These robots use sensors and cameras to collect and process data, and notify human police officers if there is trouble.


---

**ABCD Staff Member of the Month!**

Congratulations to Chantel Ebrahimi, UCLA Recruitment Coordinator, for her success in increasing recruitment in our Los Angeles site and for her unwavering commitment to the ABCD study. Chantel’s energy and enthusiasm for research always radiate in all of her interactions with families and teammates.

---

For More Information, Please Visit: [ABCDStudy.org](https://www.abcdstudy.org)